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Abstract
We consider a business-interaction model in which consumers’ distinctive trait is the shopping time per observed item and the sellers set their
prices optimally in a environment of market price dispersion. Specifically,
we consider a large population (a continuum) of comparison shoppers whose
unitary search costs τ is a random variable obeying a non-atomic distribution
T . A shopping distribution Φ is then obtained from T as the distribution of
the random variable
n∗ := argminn∈N+ {E[p(n) ] + τ n},
where p(n) is a random sample of n prices drawn from the distribution F of
market prices and E[•] denotes expectation.
On the supply side, we assume a large number (a continuum) of competitors whose prices follow a distribution F . A seller with unit production cost
(or reservation price) c determines his asking price from the (discrete) shopping distribution Φ and the underlying price distribution F by optimizing
expected profits, namely, by solving
p∗ := argmaxp≥c Eπ(p),
where
X

Eπ =

Φ(n)(p − c) (1 − F (p))n−1 .

n∈suppΦ

In this paper we produce an exhaustive analysis of the response of the seller
under different scenarios for both the shopping time distribution and the
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market price distribution. The problem cannot be solved analytically in
general and requires significant computational analysis. In particular, we
estimate quantitative relationships relating the distributional moments of
consumers search costs with optimal prices and profits.
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